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    Introduction : 

Teaching-learning, prime activity in every educational institution is strengthened by so 

many factors. Learning a subject can never be limited process. While every subject has core 

part, it has various branches which need to be learnt to present before the next learners 

effectively. Herein lies the importance of the Seminars, conferences, workshops, etc. which are 

being organized on the various branches of the subject/s. In today’s digital era it is also 

imperative to teach and learn new teaching methodology and tools. Hence every faculty needs 

to attend the Seminars, Conferences, Workshops, Webinars within and outside his/her 

discipline not only to enhance his knowledge of the subject but also to update his/her teaching 

methodology with new teaching-learning tools to be able to discharge his/her responsibility 

aptly in modern setup. So it is imperative on the part of the institution to organize Seminars, 

conferences, workshops, webinars and to encourage its faculty to participate in such events.  

       Objectives of the Department: 

 

1. To plan and organize Seminar/s, Conference/s of various Subjects on various branches of 

the Subject/s, new trends in the Subject/s, etc. for the faculty of the subject/s. 

2. To plan and organize Seminar/s in Inter-disciplinary mode.   

3. To organize Workshops on New Syllabus / part of Syllabus for providing effective platform 

for scholarly deliberations on the contents in new syllabus, suitable methods to be adopted 

by the faculty of the subjects for effective presentation of the same before the students and 

the pattern of question paper. 

4. To provide suitable platform to the faculty members to understand special branch/s of the 

contents in the new syllabus to be able to impart the same to the students effectively so that 

the students would be able to comprehend the contents in the syllabus and come out 

successfully. 

5. To plan and organize Seminar/s on the specific issue or issues in the framework of new 

manual by NAAC. 

6. To plan and organize various workshops on teaching-learning methodology, ICT based 

teaching tools, etc. 



7. To seek collaborations of different agencies, financial or Human resource, in planning and 

organization of Seminar/s, Conference/s, workshop/s, etc. 

Events /Activities organized: 

In the session 2020-21-2020 the council organized certain activities. 

Event / Activity  

Name of the Event/Activity:  National Webinar 

Topic :  Intellectual Property Rights, Writing Thesis, Dissertations and 

Research Papers as Per New Norms  

Date – 12 Feb. 2021. 

Purpose of the Event/Activity :   

1. To keep the teachers and students actively involved in some fruitful academic activity 

during COVID-19. 

2. To provide detailed information to the students and researchers about Intellectual    

property Rights and new norms of writing Thesis, Dissertations and Research Papers. 

3. To create awareness among the students and researchers about real research and 

benefits of Intellectual Property Rights. 

4. To encourage innovation, creativity and economic growth through IPR. 

5. To inspire artists, authors or researchers to share their creative works for the benefit of 

the society. 

6. To stimulate the generation of IPRs and research. 

Nature of the Event/Activity: The department organized this National Webinar in 

Online mode. The information of the said webinar was widely forwarded to different target 

groups through WhatsApp groups, E-mails Facebook, telephonic contacts, etc. The 

registration link was forwarded. The joining link was forwarded to the registered 

participants through WhtasApp and E-mails. Dr Shankar Kukreja, Principal of the college 

chaired the event. Dr Vishwanath Bite, Assistant Professor of English, Government of 

Maharashtra’s Rajaram College, Kolhapur guided the participants on the topic as a resource 

person. All the participants were given E-Certificate of participation on their mail id. Dr 

Hitendra Dhote and Dr S G Gahane respectively worked as Organizing Secretary and 

Convener of the Webinar.  



 Target Group: The Associate Professors, the Assistant Professors, Researchers, Students 

and other. 

Number of Participants/Students (Male +Female): 250 ( Male 140,   Female  110) 

Number & Nature of Beneficiaries: All the 250 participants who attended the webinar 

are beneficiaries. The participants knew the concept of Intellectual Property Rights 

thoroughly. They also knew the advantages Intellectual Property Rights. They also learnt 

new norms of writing research thesis, dissertations and research papers.   

Problems Encountered: No problems The organizing committee encountered no  

problem in the organization of the said webinar. 

Evidence of Success: Large Number of participants responded through chat box and  

telephonic call the said webinar was knowledgeable and useful. 

Remark of the In-charge Teacher: The organization of the said National webinar was  

Successful in all sense. 
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